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iscrimination between phase and amplitude attributes
n time-lapse seismic streamer data
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ABSTRACT

Time-lapse seismic experiments aim to obtain information
about production-related effects in hydrocarbon reservoirs to
increase the recovery percentage. However, nonrepeatability
problems such as acquisition differences, overburden effects,
and noise are often significantly stronger than the imprint of
production changes in time-lapse seismic data sets. Conse-
quently, it is very difficult to appraise the changes in petro-
physical reservoir parameters over time. We introduce a 4D
monitoring approach based on the spectral ratio method. This
method produces two time-lapse attributes: the relative
change in reflection coefficient and the traveltime shift at re-
flecting interfaces. These attributes can be used for apprais-
ing production-related changes in the subsurface. The ap-
proach corrects for time-invariant nonrepeatability effects in
the overburden and source-receiver coupling problems in
time-lapse surveys. The validity of the method is limited to
structurally simple overburden and reservoirs with weak lat-
eral variations. First, we validate the methodology using a
synthetic time-lapse seismic experiment. Next, we apply the
method to a real time-lapse data set from the Troll West gas
province in the North Sea. In the real example, we could not
detect movement in the fluid contact of 5–15 m. The expect-
ed change in amplitude is less than 10%, which is probably
below the background noise level for this data set.

INTRODUCTION

The success of time-lapse �also known as 4D� reservoir monitor-
ng depends heavily on suppressing nonrepeatability effects. Exam-
les of problems with nonrepeatability effects in marine 4D seismic
xperiments are differences in the air gun-hydrophone response, dif-
erences in source-receiver configurations, seasonal changes in wa-
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er temperature �e.g., a temperature shift of 10°–15°C from summer
o winter, resulting in different sound speeds�, tidal differences,
hanges in the elastic wavefield parameters in the overburden above
he producing reservoir as a result of subsidence and/or compaction,
ree-surface multiples, and scattering effects inherent to small-scale
eterogeneities. All of these nonrepeatability effects may introduce
hase and amplitude changes of reflected wavefields in the time-
apse experiment that can be much stronger than the signature of pro-
uction-related 4D differences. Therefore, it is important to take
onrepeatability effects into account when monitoring a reservoir
ver time.

Several time-lapse monitoring experiments and methods are re-
orted in the literature. Sønneland et al. �1997� and Boyd-Gorst et al.
2001� perform time-lapse monitoring of the North Sea Nelson and
ullfaks fields, respectively, using synthetic wavefield modeling

ombined with a reservoir simulation model. Biondi et al. �1998�
how an example of reservoir monitoring in which they correctly
ecognize that time-lapse seismic experiments are multidisciplinary
tudies using all available reservoir data. Lumley �2001� discusses
he concept of 4D seismic reservoir monitoring and possible ap-
roaches to tackle problems with nonrepeatability effects in time-
apse experiments. Landrø �2001� uses PP amplitude versus offset
AVO� data to distinguish between pore-pressure and saturation
hanges. Kragh and Christie �2002� discuss the meaning of seismic
epeatability in terms of normalized rms and predictability. Laws
nd Kragh �2002� investigate the effect of rough seas in 4D seismic
xperiments and find that a 2-m difference in sea-state height chang-
s the 4D normalized rms from 5% to 10%. Bertrand and Macbeth
2003� focus on the nonrepeatability problem with seawater velocity
ariations in real-time reservoir monitoring. Using data processing
uch as deterministic tidal time-shift correction and regularization of
rregularly sampled streamer data, Eiken et al. �2003� reduce the nor-

alized rms value to 12% for a deep, structurally complex field and
% for a shallow, structurally simple field.

The spectral ratio approach �Aki and Richards, 1980; Mavko et
l., 2003� allows one to define a monitoring method that separates
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O10 Spetzler and Kvam
mplitude and phase related to time-lapse changes in reflected
aves. Time-lapse changes at reservoir level are evaluated in the re-
ection coefficient and traveltime shift of seismic wavefields. At the
ame time, the 4D monitoring approach takes into account the time-
nvariant nonrepeatability effects inherent to source wavelet vari-
bility and the changes in the overburden during production. We per-
ormed a detailed literature research to look for other stable 4D seis-
ic monitoring methods that separate the amplitude and phase infor-
ation of time-lapse signals while simultaneously correcting for

hese two significant nonrepeatability causes. The standard time-
apse methods are crosscorrelation and differencing of crossequal-
zed wavefields. Crosscorrelation methods provide information
bout differences in traveltimes only. The difference of cross-equal-
zed wavefields �e.g., normalized rms predictability cross-plotting
rocessing schemes; Kragh and Christie, 2002� or match filters in-
ludes a mix of phase and amplitude information. In addition, differ-
nce wavefield-based approaches are strongly sensitive to differen-
es in the source-receiver coupling and to overburden effects.

In our time-lapse monitoring approach, the reference and monitor
avefields from a reflecting interface above the producing reservoir

re combined with the reflected wavefield at the reservoir level in a
onvolution-deconvolution operation. It is possible to correct auto-
atically for source-receiver coupling variability and overburden

ifferences while appraising 4D production effects in the amplitude
nd phase of the time-lapse data. A similar approach based on the
pectral ratio technique is reported by Korneev et al. �2004� to moni-
or fluid-saturated reservoirs. We test the time-lapse monitoring

ethod on synthetic prestack data before and after migration. The
D lateral variant elastic model includes relevant nonrepeatability
roblems. The 4D monitoring approach is applied on one subline of
restack streamer data from the Troll West gas province.

First, the time-lapse monitoring method using the phase and am-
litude attribute of reflected wavefields separately is explained.
ext, the synthetic time-lapse experiment with major causes of non-

epeatability effects is demonstrated. Then, the real-data example
rom the Troll field is presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

TIME-LAPSE CHANGES IN PHASE AND
AMPLITUDE OF REFLECTED WAVEFIELDS

In this section, we present the reservoir-monitoring method that
pplies the seismic phase and amplitude of reflected wavefields in a
ime-lapse data set. The 4D monitoring algorithm uses convolution
nd deconvolution of wavefields. In the frequency domain, wave-
eld convolution and deconvolution are multiplication and division
perations.

iscrimination between phase and amplitude

We start by analyzing the most simple configuration. Figure 1 il-
ustrates a 4D experiment of a medium with a layer over a half-space.

reference A and monitor B wavefield are reflected at the interface
t depth z1. The terminology for one-way wavefields is applied here.
owngoing and upgoing wavefields are denoted with a superscript
lus and minus sign, respectively, while the subscript refers to the
eference A and monitor B surveys. We assume that the source and
eceiver positions are identical in the two surveys. The problem with
ispositioning source-receiver geometries is discussed in the last

art of this section.
For the configuration in Figure 1, the source wavelets S+�x ,��
A s

Downloaded 05 Nov 2012 to 131.180.130.198. Redistribution subject to 
nd SB
+�xs,�� at the angular frequency � in the two surveys are equal

o the downgoing wavefields at the source position xs; hence,

PA
+�xs,�� = SA

+�xs,�� and PB
+�xs,�� = SB

+�xs,�� . �1�

he upgoing wavefields that are reflected at the specular reflection
oint x and then recorded at the receivers at position xr in the refer-
nce and monitor surveys are given by

PA
−�xr,xs,��

= AA�xr,xs,��W A
−�xr,x�RA,1�x�W A

+�x,xs�SA
+�xs,�� �2�

nd

PB
−�xr,xs,��

= AB�xr,xs,��W B
−�xr,x�RB,1�x�W B

+�x,xs�SB
+�xs,�� , �3�

here the reflection coefficient is denoted by R�x� and the phase
ropagators W+�x,xs,�� and W−�xr,x,�� are equal to exp�−i�� �
�xr,xs�, with the time parameter t�xr,xs� denoting two-way travel-
ime �Wapenaar and Berkhout, 1989�. The complex amplitude factor
�xr,xs,�� includes geometric spreading and transmission effects at-

ributable to layering.
To illustrate the 4D method, we assume momentarily that the

ource wavelets SA
+�xs,�� and SB

+�xs,�� are known. To correct for
ource-wavelet variations between the reference and monitor sur-
eys, the upgoing reference wavefield is convolved with the down-
oing monitor wavefield and vice versa. Then the spectral ratio be-
ween PA

−PB
+ and PA

+PB
− for source-receiver configuration �xr,xs� is

omputed. Hence, for precritical surface data

PA
−PB

+

PA
+PB

−
�xr,xs,�� =

AA�xr,xs,��W A
−�xr,x�RA,1�x�W A

+�x,xs�SA
+�xs,��SB

+�xs,��

SA
+�xs,��AB�xr,xs,��W B

−�xr,x�RB,1�x�W B
+�x,xs�SB

+�xs,��

�
RA,1

RB,1

�x�e−i��t1�xr,xs�, �4�

here the ratio of the phase operators �WA
−�xr,x�WA

+�x,xs��/�WB
−

xr,x�WB
+�x,xS�� is equal to exp�−i��t1�xr,xs�� and the two-way trav-

ltime shift �t1�xr,xs� equals tA,1�xr,xs� − tB,1�xr,xs� in layer 1. The ra-
io AA�xr,xs,��/AB�xr,xs,�� is close to unity in 4D seismic experi-

ents, which explains the approximation sign. By combining the
hase and modulus of equation 4, the time delay �t1�xr,xs� and the ra-
io of reflection coefficients RA,1/RB,1�x� at frequency component �
re estimated in separate terms. If we let the complex number

igure 1. Definition of the one-layer model for reflected wavefields
n reference survey A �dotted line� and monitor survey B �dashed
ine�.
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Time-lapse seismic monitoring O11
�xr,xs,�� equal PA
−PB

+ /PA
+PB

−�xr,xs,��, then we obtain

�t1�xr,xs� = −
�c�xr,xs,��

�

nd

RA,1

RB,1
�x� = sgn�pol��c�xr,xs,��� , �5�

here �c�xr,xs,�� and �c�xr,xs,��� are the phase and modulus, re-
pectively. Notice that the complex norm �c�xr,xs,��� always re-
urns an absolute number; thus, �c�xr,xs,��� the ratio of reflectivity
ormula is multiplied by the operator sgn�pol�, which accounts for
hanges in polarization between the reference and monitor wave-
elds.
Instead of estimating time shifts and ratios of reflection coeffi-

ients at a single frequency as in expression 5 we propose to evaluate
t1�xr,xs� and RA,1/RB,1�x� over a frequency band from �c − �� to
c + �� for which the S/N ratio is high. According to expression 5,

he time-lapse two-way traveltime shift and ratio of reflection coeffi-
ient are equal to zero and one, respectively, when there are no time-
apse differences in the one-layer model shown in Figure 1. On the
ther hand, with significant 4D changes, the two-way traveltime
hift and the ratio of reflection coefficients deviate considerably
rom zero and one. Hence, by inspecting these two seismic at-
ributes, we can monitor the subsurface for 4D changes in wavefield
arameters.

orrection for source-receiver response
nd overburden differences

It is often very difficult to estimate the source wavelet accurately
n seismic exploration. In addition, overburden effects can corrupt
he production-related signal considerably. However, by replacing
he downgoing wavefields in equation 4 with reflected wavefields
rom regions where no time-lapse changes exist, the differences in
ource-receiver response and in the overburden between the refer-
nce and monitor survey can be taken into account.

The multilayer model in Figure 2 illustrates how a source-receiver
esponse and overburden correction in a 4D experiment can be per-
ormed by substituting downgoing wavefields PA

+�xs,�� and PB
+

xs,�� with the upgoing reference and monitor wavefields PA,sub
−

xr,xs,�� and PB,sub
− �xr,xs,��, respectively. In Figure 2, layers 1–3

epresent the overburden, including time-lapse changes in layer 1.
ayers 4 and 5 are the target zone for 4D monitoring. There can be

ime-lapse changes in layers 4 and 5. The reference and monitor
avefields PA,sub

− �xr,xs,�� and PB,sub
− �xr,xS,��, respectively, are re-

ected at the interface at depth z2, and the wavefields PA
−�xr,xs,�� and

B
−�xr,xs,�� in the 4D data are reflected at the interface at depth z4. To
ompensate for differences in the source-receiver coupling and
verburden in the time-lapse data set, we substitute the source terms
n equation 4; thus,

SA
+�xs,�� � PA,sub

− �xr,xs,��

= AA,sub�xr,xs,��W A
−�xr,z0,z1�W A

−�z1,z2�RA,2

� W A
+�z2,z1�W A

+�xs,z1,z0�S A
+�xs,�� �6�

nd
Downloaded 05 Nov 2012 to 131.180.130.198. Redistribution subject to 
SB
+�xs,�� � PB,sub

− �xr,xs,��

= AB,sub�xr,xs,��W B
−�xr,z0,z1�W B

−�z1,z2�RB,2

� W B
+�z2,z1�W B

+�xs,z1,z0�S B
+�xs,�� , �7�

here � indicates multiplication in the frequency domain and where
sub�xr,xs,�� denotes the complex amplitude factor. The reflection
oefficients RA,2 and RB,2 are identical. For simplicity and without
oss of generality, we include receiver function changes �e.g., be-
ause of different recording units� in the source wavelet term
+�xs,��. The reflected wavefields inherent to the interface at depth
4 in the reference and monitor survey are given by

PA
−�xr,xs,�� = AA�xr,xs,��W A

−�xr,z0,z1�W A
−�z1,z2�

� W A
−�z2,z3�W A

−�x,z3,z4�RA,4�x�

� W A
+�x,z4,z3�W A

+�z3,z2�W A
+�z2,z1�

� W A
+�xs,z1,z0�SA

+�xs,�� �8�

nd

PB
−�xr,xs,�� = AB�xr,xs,��W B

−�xr,z0,z1�

� W B
−�z1,z2�W B

−�z2,z3�W B
−�x,z3,z4�RB,4�x�

� W B
+�x,z4,z3�W B

+�z3,z2�W B
+�z2,z1�

� W B
+�xs,z1,z0�SB

+�xs,�� . �9�

y constructing the ratio of the reflected wavefields from interfaces
4 and z2 in one survey, the source-receiver response and the effect of
he overburden above interface z2 cancel out. Hence, for the refer-
nce survey the deconvolution of the wavefield in equation 8 with
he wavefield in equation 6 gives

PA
−

PA,sub
− �xr,xs,��

=
AA�xr,xs,��

AA,sub�xr,xs,��
RA,4�x�

RA,2
e−i��tA,3�xr,xs�+tA,4�xr,xs��. �10�

igure 2. Definition of the multilayer model for reflected wavefields
n the �a� reference and �b� monitor surveys. The arrows illustrate the
hysical effect of the wavefield ratio PA

−PB,sub
− /PA,sub

− PB
−�xr,xs,�� for

c� the time-lapse changes �TLC� in layers 4 and 5.
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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O12 Spetzler and Kvam
n a similar vein, it follows for the monitor survey that

PB
−

PB,sub
− �xr,xs,��

=
AB�xr,xs,��

AB,sub�xr,xs,��
RB,4�x�

RB,2
e−i��tB,3�xr,xs�+tB,4�xr,xs��, �11�

here W+W−�xr,xs,z4,z2� = exp�−i��t3�xr,xs� + t4�xr,xs���. By di-
iding the wavefield ratio for survey A in equation 10 with the one
or survey B in equation 11, the time-lapse differences in phase and
he ratio of reflectivity are derived. Hence, for precritical surface
ata,

PA
−PB,sub

−

PA,sub
− PB

− �xr,xs,�� �
RA,4

RB,4
�x�e−i��t4�xr,xs�, �12�

hich has the same form as expression 4 since tA,3�xr,xs� =
B,3�xr,xs� and RA,2 = RB,2. The ratio of amplitude factors AAAB,sub/

BAA,sub�xr,xs,�� is close to unity in 4D experiments, accounting for
he approximation sign in equation 12. The two-way time shift
t4�xr,xs� is generated by time-lapse velocity changes in layer 4, and
he ratio of reflection coefficients RA,4/RB,4�x� is measured at inter-
ace depth z4. In Figure 2, the physics of equation 12 is illustrated.
he arrows point out layers 4 and 5, which are monitored for 4D
hanges in phase and amplitude.

Tuning effects inherent to fine layering in the overburden can af-
ect the bandwidth of the wavefields in equations 6–9. However, the
reen’s function of the reflected wavefields still contains informa-

ion about the overburden differences in the phase and amplitude op-
rators. By estimating the spectral ratio in expression 12, the effect
f overburden differences is taken into account.

imitation of time-lapse monitoring algorithm

The time shift �t�xr,xs� is correctly obtained only when

−
�

�
� �t�xr,xs� �

�

�
�13�

ecause the arithmetic arc tangent function is cyclic with values be-
ween ±�. Notice from equation 13 that the time-lapse monitoring
lgorithm allows the largest 4D time shifts to be determined with
ow-frequency waves. The time-lapse monitoring algorithm using
mplitude information of reflected waves is not restricted by any
eans.

ffect of mispositioning on traveltime
hift and reflectivity ratio

When we introduced the 4D methodology, we assumed that the
ource-receiver geometry is perfectly repeatable in the monitor sur-
ey. However, it is generally acknowledged �e.g., Ebrom et al.,
997; Calvert et al., 2002, 2004; Curtis et al., 2002; Eiken et al.,
002; Kragh and Christie, 2002� that the nonrepeatability effect re-
ulting from mispositioning source-receiver locations in the repeat-
d survey can be more significant than the production-induced 4D
eismic signal.

The nonrepeatability problem with source-receiver configura-
ions is related to the length scale a of overburden structures and the
avelength � of the seismic data. Three regimes of overburden

omplexity are important: �1� media with slow lateral variations
Downloaded 05 Nov 2012 to 131.180.130.198. Redistribution subject to 
a � ��; �2� media with faults, channels, turbidities, and gas chim-
eys �a � ��; and �3� media with small-scale heterogeneities
a � ��.

For media with slow lateral variations, the nonrepeatability prob-
em inherent to different source-receiver positions is less severe than
or the two other regimes. We present criteria for the nonrepeatabili-
y effect which results from source-receiver mispositioning on the
raveltime shift and reflectivity ratio for regime 1. In Appendix A,
he traveltime delay and the reflection coefficient difference as func-
ions of horizontal mispositioning error �x are derived for the one-
ayer model in Figure 1. For media in regimes 2 and 3, the criteria for

ispositioning are not valid. The basic idea behind this analysis is
hat the 4D production-induced time-lapse effect must be larger than
he nonrepeatability effect inherent to mispositioning problems with
he source and receiver location to identify the production imprint in
he 4D signal.

The traveltime residual �t for a zero-offset data point inherent to
he mispositioning �x is given by

�t��x� �
��x�2

4hv1
, �14�

here the layer thickness h = z1 − z0 and the overburden velocity is
enoted by v1 in Figure 1. Using the condition that the 4D production
ffect on the traveltime attribute �tprod must be detectable �i.e.,
t��x� � �tprod�, one obtains with expression 14

�x � 2�hv1�tprod. �15�

he maximum allowed mispositioning error �x depends on reser-
oir depth, overburden velocity, and reservoir production induced
raveltime shift. Typical values for North Sea reservoirs are h =
500 m, v1 = 2000 m/s, and �tprod = 4 ms �e.g., Landrø, 2001�.
rom expression 15, we find that �x � 220 m to detect the 4D pro-
uction effects.

The reflectivity change �R�xsr,�x� for the offset xsr = xr − xs and
ispositioning �x are given by

�R�xsr,�x� = �0 if xsr � h

2G

5h
�x if xsr � h . � �16�

ere, G is the AVO gradient �Mavko et al., 2003�, defined in Appen-
ix A. It is clear that the sensitivity inherent to mispositioning in the
eflection coefficient is negligible for near-offset data. Let �Rprod de-
ote the 4D production effect on the reflection coefficient. By insert-
ng reservoir parameters for the Gullfaks field as indicated inAppen-
ix B of Landrø �2001�, one finds that �R�xsr,�x� � �Rprod for in-
ermediate offset data. Consequently, the reflectivity ratio Ra/Rb

1 − �R/Ra in the near- and intermediate-offset ranges is unaffect-
d by mispositioning problems.

For media with heterogeneous structures comparable to or small-
r than the wavelength of the seismic data, the nonrepeatability
roblem as a result of mispositioning is an important issue. The
chlumberger glossary �2006� illustrates a PP stack with a strongly
ttenuated reflector below a gas chimney. Hatchell �2000� demon-
trates that fault structures significantly distort the amplitude of
restack seismic reflection data. Both examples are relevant for re-
ime 2. Calvert et al. �2004� show that the effect of small-scale heter-
geneities in the overburden �i.e., regimes 2 and 3� on the propaga-
ion of reflected waves can be strong. Time-lapse experiments in
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Time-lapse seismic monitoring O13
hese two regimes require a good repetition of monitor acquisition
arameters to reduce the source-receiver mispositioning problem.

SYNTHETIC MODELING OF A
TIME-LAPSE MARINE EXPERIMENT

The time-lapse monitoring method is validated in a synthetic 4D
arine experiment. First, the petrophysical time-lapse model is pre-

ented, then the modeling of the synthetic marine surveys is ex-
lained, and finally results from the 4D monitoring method applied
n synthetic time-lapse streamer data are shown.

etrophysical time-lapse model

For the synthetic experiment, we use a petrophysical model where
reservoir with the shape of an anticline is buried under several hori-
ontal layers �see Figure 3a�. The properties of each layer �i.e., P-
nd S-wave velocities and density� are selected in such a way that
hey represent typical macrovelocity values from the North Sea. The
lastic parameters for the reference and monitor model are given in
ables 1 and 2, respectively.Atransition zone of thin layers at the in-

erface between layers 5 and 6 is included to simulate the effect of
ne-layer tuning on reflected waves. We assume a reservoir with
0% oil saturation in the reference model. In the monitor model, the
il saturation has dropped to 20% because of production. Assuming

igure 3. Illustration of the synthetic time-lapse elastic model. �a�
he monitor P-wave velocity structure. �b� The reference and moni-

or log for P-wave velocity and density. The x-axis refers to both
-wave velocity and density. TLC is time-lapse change.
Downloaded 05 Nov 2012 to 131.180.130.198. Redistribution subject to 
20% porosity sandstone reservoir with quartz grains, we use the
iot-Gassmann equations to obtain values for velocities and density

see Mavko et al., 2003�.
To test the overall robustness of the 4D monitoring method, we in-

roduce an overburden effect in layers 0 and 3. This effect may be
rom seasonal changes of the water temperature �layer 0� and subsid-
nce of the overburden �layer 3�. Subsidence near the top of the res-
rvoir may be greater than subsidence at the seafloor, and conse-
uently the overburden is stretched. This will decrease the effective
tress in the overburden and hence decrease the seismic velocities
Mavko et al., 2003�. No physical model is used to obtain the low-
red velocities for layer 3 in the monitor model. In Figure 3b, the ref-
rence and monitor log data for P-wave velocity and density for a
ell located at the center of the anticline illustrate the fine layering,

s well as the time-lapse changes in the overburden and reservoir.
No log for vs is shown here.�

Figure 4 illustrates difference common-offset gathers for the elas-
ic 4D model in Figure 3. To generate this figure, a full elastic finite-
ifference forward model of two distinct time-lapse experiments has
een carried out. In one 4D experiment, the reference model A and
onitor model B �Figure 3� include the production and nonrepeat-

bility effects �see Table 3�. The difference common-offset gather in
igure 4a is generated by using a match filter to the overburden re-
ections to remove nonrepeatability effects. The observed differ-

able 1. Elastic parameters in the synthetic reference model.

ayer number
vp

�m/s�
vs

�m/s�
�

�kg/m3�

�Water� 1500 0 1000

1980 790 1800

2100 830 2030

�Overburden effect� 2180 1150 2090

2200 1100 2100

2250 1040 2140

�Reservoir� 2393 1447 2197

2360 1170 2300

2200 1000 2200

able 2. Elastic parameters in the synthetic monitor model.

ayer number
vp

�m/s�
vs

�m/s�
�

�kg/m3�

�Water� 1480 0 1000

1980 790 1800

2100 830 2030

�Overburden effect� 2140 1105 2070

2200 1100 2100

2250 1040 2140

�Reservoir� 2550 1437 2228

2360 1170 2300

2200 1000 2200
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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O14 Spetzler and Kvam
nce wavefield at reservoir level is the accumulated result of both
roduction and nonrepeatability effects. On the other hand, the clear
ifference wavefields outside the anticline reservoir are from nonre-
eatability effects only, which cannot be compensated for by the
atch filter. In the other time-lapse experiment the only 4D changes

re located at reservoir level, while the acquisition parameters are
ept constant in the two surveys. Consequently, model B is com-
ared to another model C with only 4D elastic property differences
n the reservoir. The difference near-offset gather in Figure 4b shows
he 4D imprint related to pure production only. From these two ex-
mples of difference gathers, we clearly see the time-lapse nonre-
eatability effects are more dominant than the production signature
n the 4D data.

orward modeling of time-lapse streamer experiment

A 2D full elastic finite-difference code �van Vossen et al., 2002� is
sed to generate synthetic marine surveys for the two models; each
urvey results in 81 common shot gathers, with the source-position
anging between ±1 km from the center of the anticline model. The
ource separation is 25 m, while the receiver array consists of 114
ydrophones with a separation of 12.5 m. The offset between the
ource and first receiver is 150 m. The full elastic-wave equations
re used; hence, amplitude losses from mode conversions at the in-
erfaces and geometric spreading are modeled correctly. The model

able 3. Causes of nonrepeatability effects in the synthetic
D experiment (�) and in the Troll Field experiment (Š).
he question mark signifies possible repeatability effects.

cquisition Different source-receiver coupling ��, ��

Different source-receiver positions ��, ��

Different sail directions ���

oise Uncorrelated noise ��, ��

Coherent noise ��, ��

ther factors Different water temperature ��, � ?�

Overburden effects ��, � ?�

Tidal differences ���

Thin layers ��, ��

igure 4. Difference plots of common-offset gathers. �a� Difference
etween models A and B, including production and nonrepeatability
ffects. �b� Difference between models C and B, including only pure
roduction effects.
Downloaded 05 Nov 2012 to 131.180.130.198. Redistribution subject to 
or the elastic parameters is divided into grid cells of 2 � 1.5 m, and
roper care is taken to diminish unwanted modeling effects such as
rid dispersion and backscattering from the boundaries.

We introduce several common causes of nonrepeatability effects
n the time-lapse data set �see Table 3�. In the reference survey, the
ource and receiver array are at 10 m depth; in the monitor survey,
he source and receiver array are at 5 m depth. To include the prob-
em with mispositioned source-receiver locations, we shift all re-
eated receiver positions 60 m �i.e., several times the standard bin
ize� compared to the reference positions. Two different source
avelets are chosen for the reference and monitor surveys. For the

eference survey, we use a Ricker wavelet with a central frequency
f 28 Hz; in the monitor survey, the central frequency is increased to
2 Hz. A free-surface boundary at the sea surface is taken into ac-
ount in the finite-difference modeling, so the seismic data contain
ree-surface multiples. In addition, strong random noise is added to
he data. An example of a single shot gather from the synthetic sur-
eys is shown in Figure 5a, where the source position is located at the
iddle of the anticline structure.

reprocessing time-lapse streamer data

Before applying the time-lapse monitoring method on the syn-
hetic 4D data set, we carried out several preprocessing steps to cor-
ect for nonrepeatability effects. The flow diagram in Figure 6 indi-
ates the preprocessing operations start from the common-shot gath-
rs and finish with the time-lapse monitoring analysis using com-
on-offset gathers and/or common-midpoint �CMP� gathers. The

reprocessing sequence includes four steps. First, missing traces
e.g., from dead hydrophones or surface obstacles� can be recovered
sing wavefield reconstruction �e.g., Schonewille, 2000; Zwartjes
nd Hindriks, 2001�. Neither the synthetic nor the real time-lapse
ata set needs to be corrected for missing traces. For examples of
avefield reconstruction using real data, see Schonewille �2000�

nd Zwartjes and Hindriks �2001�. Second, coherent noise such as
ree-surface multiples is removed with a surface-related multiple-
limination method �e.g., Verschuur et al., 1992�. See Figure 5b for
n example of free-surface-multiple elimination in a synthetic com-
on shot gather. Third, the preprocessed shot gathers are sorted into

ommon-offset gathers and CMP gathers. The PP reflections are
dentified for the source-receiver response and overburden correc-

igure 5. Example of common-shot gathers computed in the synthe-
ic time-lapse experiment. �a� The source position is at the middle of
he anticlinal structure �i.e., lateral position equal to 2000 m in Fig-
re 3a� before free-surface-multiple elimination. �b� As in Figure 5a
ut after free-surface-multiple elimination.
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Time-lapse seismic monitoring O15
ion and for 4D monitoring of the producing hydrocarbon reservoir.
inally, the interpreted PP reflections are filtered in the frequency-
avenumber � f–k� domain to remove interfering wavefields and
igh-frequency random noise.

esult of synthetic time-lapse monitoring

The results of the synthetic time-lapse experiment are presented in
he common-offset and CMP domains. We show one example of a
D common-offset gather and another example of a time-lapse CMP
ather, with the CMP positioned at the center of the anticline model.
n addition, the 4D monitoring method is applied on prestack depth-
igrated data.
First, we consider the 4D monitoring analysis of the common-off-

et gathers from which we extract information about changes in the
wo-way traveltime and the reflectivity ratio. In Figure 7a, we see the
eference common-offset gather of f–k-filtered reflected wavefields
rom interfaces 5–8. The complex waveform from interface 5 is gen-
rated by the thin layering. The anticline structure of the producing
eservoir in the common-offset gather at the wavefields is labelled
y interfaces 6 and 7. The reference and monitor wavefields �inter-
ace 5� are applied for the source-receiver coupling substitution in
quations 6 and 7, while the time-lapse wavefields reflected at inter-
aces 6–8 correspond to equations 8 and 9. The two-way traveltime
hift and the reflectivity ratio of the wavefields reflected at reservoir
evel are determined using equation 12. The frequency integration of
he phase and modulus terms in equation 5 are carried out between
5 and 50 Hz.

To calculate the two-way traveltime shift of the wavefield going
hrough the producing reservoir �thus expecting time-lapse changes
istinctly different from zero�, we apply the reflected wavefield, la-
elled Interface 8. The observed traveltime shift for this wavefield is
hown by the solid line in Figure 7b, while the true values of the trav-
ltime difference resulting from reservoir production are illustrated
ith the dotted line. Note that the anticlinal structure has a weak fo-

using effect on the wavefield reflected at interface 8. This is the
hysical reason for the clear agreement between the observed and
rue two-way traveltime delay for the reflected wavefield from inter-

igure 6. Flow diagram of preprocessing steps for prestack streamer
ata to reduce the effects of nonrepeatability in time-lapse seismic
xperiments.
Downloaded 05 Nov 2012 to 131.180.130.198. Redistribution subject to 
igure 7. Time-lapse monitoring of two-way traveltime shift and
mplitude of reflected waves using synthetic common-offset gath-
rs. �a� The f–k-filtered reflected wavefields from interfaces 5– 8. �b�
xample of 4D monitoring of two-way traveltime using the wave-
eld reflected at interface 8. �c� Time-lapse monitoring of the ampli-

ude attribute using the wavefields reflected at the top �interface 6�
nd bottom �interface 7� of the reservoir.
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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O16 Spetzler and Kvam
ace 8, although the repeatability effect from mispositioning is oper-
tive. The asymmetry of the two-way traveltime shift is caused by
he 4D difference in acquisition.

The time-lapse monitoring analysis of amplitude changes of the
eflected wavefield for the reservoir top �i.e., interface 6� and bottom
i.e., interface 7� in the common-offset gathers are shown in Figure
c. The observed and true values of the ratio of reflection coefficients
re shown with solid and dotted lines, respectively, of variable line
idth. The length of the dotted lines for the true values of the reflec-

ivity ratio for interfaces 6 and 7 indicates the horizontal extension of
he anticline model. The asymmetry of the reflectivity ratios is again
aused by the time-lapse mispositioning problem. In general, there
s a good agreement between the observed and theoretical values of
ime-lapse amplitude changes except for the lateral extension of the
nticline. The latter point is related to the geometric structure of the
nticline model, which is poorly resolved with unmigrated data. A
igration operation of the seismic data reveals the correct horizontal

ength of the anticline structure; this is shown later in Figure 8b.
The example of 4D monitoring using a CMP gather with the CMP

osition at the middle of the anticline is illustrated in Figure 8a. Only
ime-lapse changes in the reflectivity ratio are estimated, which are
f interest inAVO and amplitude versus angle �AVA� inversions. The
VO behavior of the reflectivity ratios �i.e., frequency integrated be-

ween 25 and 50 Hz� is shown with the solid lines of different
idths, while the true values of the ratio of reflectivity are indicated

n the figures with dotted lines of variable widths. For the CMP gath-
r in Figure 8a, we expect clear indications of 4D changes in the pro-
ucing reservoir. Undoubtedly, we see for the top and bottom inter-
aces of the reservoir clear indications of 4D production effects. For
he top reservoir reflector, the observed values of the AVO behavior
f the reflectivity ratio agree well with theoretical values computed

igure 8. �a� Time-lapse monitoring of amplitude using synthetic
MP gathers. The CMP position is at the midpoint of the anticline

tructure �lateral position of 2000 m in Figure 3a�. �b� The reflection
atio estimated from prestack migrated data.
Downloaded 05 Nov 2012 to 131.180.130.198. Redistribution subject to 
ith the Zoeppritz equations. Notice in Figure 8a that the observed
VO curve for the bottom reservoir reflector shows significant dis-
repancies from the trueAVO curve for offsets larger than 700 m be-
ause of the strong lateral 2D structure of the anticline model, which
esults in a vanishing wavefield at large offsets.

Migration brings the recorded data from the surface to the reflec-
or depth. The phase and amplitude operators in the recorded refer-
nce and monitor wavefields in equations 8 and 9 are compensated
or during the migration process. Hence, in the ideal case of an accu-
ate velocity model, the migrated reference and monitor wavefields
re reduced to the product of the reflection coefficient and the
ource-wavelet. By applying the source-wavelet substitution meth-
d described in the section on migrated data, we again end up with
he right-hand side of equation 12. Figure 8b shows an example of
he reflectivity ratio estimated from prestack depth-migrated data.
he shot gathers after the free-surface-multiple elimination opera-

ion were prestack migrated in the x-� domain using a correlation
unction as the imaging condition �Thorbecke, 1997�. The source-
avelet-substituting spectral ratio method was applied on the image
athers, from which the reflectivity ratios for the top reservoir reflec-
or �interface 6� and bottom reservoir reflector �interface 7� were ex-
racted. The observed reflectivity ratios from the migrated data are
ndicated with the solid line, while the ones from the premigrated
ata �same curve as in Figure 7c� are shown with the dotted line. The
rue value of the reflection ratio and the extension of the anticline
tructure are given by the gray dotted line. Clearly, the migration
rocess significantly improves the lateral resolution of the time-
apse signal inherent to the producing reservoir at interface 6. The

igrated wavefield for the bottom reservoir reflector is very weak at
he reservoir edges, so no reflectivity ratios could be estimated at
hose points.

TIME-LAPSE MONITORING OF A REAL
STREAMER TIME-LAPSE DATA SET

The 4D spectral ratio technique was applied on a time-lapse seis-
ic data set from the Troll field, a giant oil and gas field located in the

orthern North Sea, offshore Norway. The field is divided into two
ain hydrocarbon-bearing structures: Troll West and Troll East. An

stimated two-thirds of the field’s gas reserves are located in Troll
ast. Troll West is further divided into two structures, the Troll West
il province �western part� and the Troll West gas province �eastern
art�. Good reservoir sandstones are found in the Late Jurassic Sog-
efjord formation at approximately 1500–1600 m burial depth. A
hin layer of oil-bearing sand exists below the gas column. In the
roll West oil province, this layer is about 25-m thick and has been
roduced since 1995. Oil is also produced in the gas province, where
he oil column is 10–15-m thick. At Troll East, the oil column is too
hin to be of commercial interest. Gas has been produced from Troll
ast since 1996.
We focus on one section from the Troll West gas province, where

roduction started in May 2000. The reference survey is from 1998,
nd the monitor survey is from 2001. In Table 3, possible �denoted
ith a question mark� and actual nonrepeatability effects in the Troll
D data are indicated. The sail direction of the reference survey is
pposite to the one in the monitor survey, which is accounted for in
he time-lapse monitoring analysis by using source-receiver reci-
rocity to interchange the source and receiver positions in the refer-
nce survey �i.e., the receivers closest to the corresponding shots are
hosen�. Norsk Hydro provided the raw common-shot gathers from
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Time-lapse seismic monitoring O17
nline 1070 �i.e., with the least feathering� that we processed, follow-
ng the process chart in Figure 6.

Figure 9a illustrates the migrated 2D section of the reservoir in
998 and 2001. The gas province is located under the two clear re-
ecting interfaces at about 1480–1550 m, while the gas-fluid con-

act is below the bottom reflector �i.e., bright horizontal line above
he white dashed line at about 1620 m�. The gas-fluid contact is
robably the result of the contrast between gas and water because the
il column is thin in this area. A match filter was applied to compen-
ate for source-receiver variability and overburden effects between
he two migrated sections in Figure 9a. The difference between these
wo match-filtered stacked 2D sections is shown in Figure 9b. The
ource-wavelet substitution method in equation 12 was used on
MP gathers. The wavefield for compensation of source-wavelet
ariability and overburden effects is from a reflector at about
50–800-m depth �not shown here�. The top and lower reflectors at
he top reservoir between 1480 and 1550 m are both monitored for
hanges in reflectivity only. The traveltime shift is ignored because
here is no clear reflector below the gas-fluid contact. The CMPgath-
rs were f–k filtered for a broad frequency band �i.e., 20–80 Hz�
ith a high S/N ratio before the reflectivity-ratio curves for surface

oordinates between 1000 and 3000 m �i.e., the monitored inline is
-km long� were estimated from the near-offset traces. The curves
ith the reflectivity ratio for the top and lower reflectors are shown

n Figure 9c. Both reflectivity-ratio curves oscillate closely around

igure 9. The record of 4D seismic monitoring of Troll West. �a� The
igrated section of the reservoir in year 1998 �left� and 2001 �right�.
he gas-fluid contact is above the white dashed line. �b� The differ-
nce section of the two stacks in Figure 9a. �c� Reflection-ratio
urves of the two strong reflectors between 1480 and 1550 m. �Cour-
esy Norsk Hydro.�
Downloaded 05 Nov 2012 to 131.180.130.198. Redistribution subject to 
he value 1 ± 10%. This is an indication that no significant time-
apse changes were present in the top part of the Troll West gas prov-
nce reservoir during 1998 and 2001.

Production history tells that the gas-fluid contact probably moved
ownward between 1998 and 2001. We tested this idea for several
roduction scenarios in which the gas-fluid contact shifts 5, 10, 15,
nd 20 m vertically downward. First, log data from a nearby well
bout 500 m from the seismic subline were modified using a simpli-
ed version of the Biot-Gassmann equations �see Mavko et al.,
003� to simulate new logs for the four production cases. The refer-
nce and monitor logs for P-wave velocity and density are shown in
igure 10a. Notice that P-wave velocity is more sensitive to gas-flu-

d contact movement than density. Then a seismic trace for the refer-
nce log and each modified log was computed by convolving a
avelet with the reflectivity series obtained from the sonic and den-

ity logs. Finally, we estimated the reflectivity ratio at the gas-fluid

igure 10. The 4D seismic monitoring of Troll West. �a� Well-log
ata for four production scenarios. The fluid-gas contact is moved
ownward by 5, 10, 15, and 20 m. The x-axis refers to both P-wave
elocity and density. �b� Reflection ratio curve of the gas-fluid con-
act in the Troll data set. �Courtesy of Norsk Hydro.�
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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O18 Spetzler and Kvam
ontact level using equation 12. The ratio of reflection coefficients is
pproximately 0.95, 0.92, 0.915, and 0.91 for 5, 10, 15, and 20 m, re-
pectively, displacement of the gas-fluid interface.

Similarly, we applied the spectral ratio method in equation 12 to
stimate the reflectivity ratio for the observed gas-fluid contact in the
restack Troll data as a function of surface coordinates. The curve
ith the ratio of reflection coefficients is shown in Figure 10b. On

verage, the observed reflectivity ratio is on the order of 0.9 to 1.0,
ith lower values on the left-hand side and higher values on the

ight-hand side. It does not seem plausible that the gas-fluid contact
s laterally variant. We think the observed 4D imprint inherent with
he gas-fluid contact movement is comparable to the background
oise level of this data set. Hence, it is difficult to determine accu-
ately how much the gas-fluid interface shifted between 1998 and
001.Adisplacement of the gas-fluid contact on the order of 5–15 m
s very likely, as estimated from the injection-production records at
earby wells.

CONCLUSIONS

A time-lapse seismic monitoring methodology based on the spec-
ral ratio technique has been developed. By computing the ratio of
ime-windowed reflected wavefields from the reference and monitor
urveys, we inspect separately the time-lapse phase and reflectivity
hanges related to reservoir production. The 4D approach accounts
or several major causes of nonrepeatability effects resulting from
ifferences in acquisition, overburden, and noise �e.g., random and
ree-surface multiples�.

The phase and reflectivity-ratio attributes are sensitive to misposi-
ioning problems of source-receiver configurations. Problems with

ispositioning are expected to be severe if lateral variations in the
verburden are smaller than the dominant wavelength of the seismic
ata �e.g., wave scattering becomes significant�. However, this is a
eneral problem in seismic time-lapse monitoring, and it is unlikely
hat our methodology is more sensitive to complex overburden
tructures than other methods. In the case of weak lateral variations
n the overburden, the 4D reflectivity attribute is barely sensitive to
ource-receiver mispositioning. The phase attribute is more sensi-
ive, but accuracy is still within an acceptable range for a time-lapse
xperiment.

A synthetic study was carried out to validate the method. Several
ommon causes of nonrepeatability were introduced in the model.
he results from the study clearly validate the developed time-lapse
onitoring method. In particular, we see that the 4D spectral ratio

echnique is applicable to migrated data, which guarantees the high-
st lateral resolution of the 4D signal.

The methodology was tested on a real time-lapse data set from the
roll West gas province in the North Sea, where the physical condi-

ions in the reservoir had changed because of a vertical movement of
he fluid contact on the order of 5–15 m. The reflectivity-ratio at-
ribute extracted along a 2-km-wide subline does not show a clear

ovement of the fluid contact. The most likely explanation for this
bservation is that the expected movement does not change the seis-
ic amplitude much. This is supported by 1D modeling, which indi-

ates the reflectivity ratio is between 0.9 and 1 for a movement in flu-
d contact of 5–15 m �i.e., a change in amplitude of less than 10%�.
his is probably below the background noise level for this data set.
As for conventional methods for 4D seismic monitoring, the esti-
ated time-lapse phase and amplitude attribute can be used to quan-

ify production-related changes of elastic parameters. Time shifts are
Downloaded 05 Nov 2012 to 131.180.130.198. Redistribution subject to 
onverted into velocity changes. The reflectivity ratio attribute is di-
ectly related to changes in the reflection coefficient and therefore
an be used with standardAVOAtechniques to invert for 4D seismic
mpedance changes. However, such a lithological inversion requires
hat the S/N ratio be good and that the 4D change in reflectivity be
ufficiently large.
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APPENDIXA

EFFECT OF MISPOSITIONING ON TRAVELTIME
DELAYS AND REFLECTIVITY CHANGES

The analytical derivations for the effect of horizontal misposition-
ng of source-receiver geometry on the traveltime shift and the re-
ectivity coefficient are valid for media with slow lateral variations.
irst, the zero-offset traveltime delay is computed for the one-layer
odel in Figure 1. Let the layer thickness h = z1 − z0; and the sta-

ionary velocity in layer one is denoted v1. The reference traveltime
ref for a zero-offset measurement is given by

tref =
2h

v1
. �A-1�

he monitor traveltime tmon is recorded at the offset position �x, in-
icating a mispositioning of the repeated source-receiver offset with
espect to the reference offset we obtain

tmon��x� =
���x�2 + �2h�2

v1
�

2h

v1
�1 +

1

2
��x

2h
	2	 ,

�A-2�

here the mispositioning �x � 2h. The traveltime delay �t��x�
tmon��x� − tref inherent to the offset difference then equals

�t��x� �
��x�2

4hv1
. �A-3�

Second, the effect of mispositioning on the offset-dependent PP-
ave reflectivity coefficient is estimated analytically. The offset xsr

xr − xs between the source and receiver positions. For the refer-
nce survey, the simplified form of the PP reflection coefficient in
ki and Richards �1980� and Shuey �1985� is given by

Rref�xsr� = R0 + G sin2�	� = R0 +
Gxsr

2

4h2 + xsr
2 , �A-4�

here R0 and G are, respectively, the normal incidence reflection co-
fficient and the AVO gradient �Mavko et al., 2003� The sine func-
ion sin�	� is x /�4h2 + x2 in equation A-4 for the one-layer model
sr sr

SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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n Figure 1. In the monitor survey, the offset position of the recording
s shifted by �x. The monitor reflection coefficient is then given by

Rmon�xsr,�x� = R0 +
G�xsr + �x�2

4h2 + �xsr + �x�2

� Rref�xsr� +
2Gxsr

4h2 + xsr
2 �x �A-5�

or �x � xsr. For near-offset data �i.e., xsr � h and �x � h�, we
nd from equation A-5 that

�R�xsr,�x� � 0. �A-6�

or intermediate-offset data �i.e., xsr � h�, the reflectivity change
esulting from a mispositioning of �x is

�R�xsr,�x� = Rmon�xsr,�x� − Rref�x� �
2G

5h
�x .

�A-7�
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